
 
 

     TREASURE ISLAND, directed by Byron Haskin, is another July, 2014 LVCA dvd 

donation to the Hugh Stouppe Memorial Library of the Heritag United 

Methodist Church of Ligonier, Pennsylvania. It is reviewed below by Kino Ken. 

 

United Kingdom   1950   color   96 minutes   live action feature drama 

Walt Disney Productions   Producer: Perce Pearce 

 

13 of a possible 20 points                                                   ***1/2 of a possible ***** 

Key: *indicates outstanding technical achievement or performance 

(j) designates juvenile performer 

Points 

1       Direction: Byron Haskin 

1       Editing: Alan Jaggs 

1       Cinematography: Freddie Young 

2       Lighting 

2       Screenplay: Lawrence Edward Watkin based on the novel by  

          Robert Louis Stevenson 

1       Music: Clifton Parker 

1       Production Designer: Thomas Morahan 

         Costume Designer: Sheila Graham 

         Make-up: Tony Sforzini (Supervisor), R. L. Alexander, Gene Beck,  



         Eddie Knight, Geoffrey Rodway, Sidney Turner 

2       Sound: Kenneth Heeley-Ray (Sound Editor) 

1       Acting 

1       Creativity 

13 total points 

Cast: Bobby Driscoll (j) (Jim Hawkins), Robert Newton (Long John Silver),  

Basil Sydney (Captain Smollett), Walter Fitzgerald (Squire Trelawney),  

Denis O’Dea (Dr. Livesy), Finlay Currie (Captain Billy Bones), Ralph Truman 

(George Merry), Geoffrey Keen* (Israel Hands), Geoffrey Wilkinson (Ben Gunn), 

John Laurie (Blind Pew), Francis De Wolff (Black Dog), David Davies (Mr. Arrow), 

John Gregson (Redruth), Andrew Blackett (Gray), William Devlin (Morgan), 

Howard Douglas (Williams), Harry Locke (Haggott), Sam Kydd (Cady), 

Stephen Jack (Job), Harold Jamieson (Scully), Diarmuid Kelly (Bolen), 

Reginald Drummond (Vane), Gordon Mulholland (Durgin), Patrick Troughton 

(Roach), Jim O’Brady (Wolfe), Chris Adcock (Pike), Tom Lucas (Upson),  

Leo Phillips (Spotts), Eddie Moran (Bart), Bob Head (Tardy), Ken Buckle 

(Joyce), Paddy Brannigan (Hunter), Jack Arrow (Norton), Freddy Clark (Bray) 

 

     When Walt Disney released a film version of TREASURE ISLAND in 1950, it 

was his company’s first excursion into pirate adventure stories. PETER PAN 

would follow three years later, again crafted around Bobby Driscoll. For the live 

action 1950 film, Driscoll portrays narrator and lead juvenile Jim Hawkins, a boy 

residing at the Admiral Benbow Inn presumably located somewhere along the 

Somerset coast near Bristol, England. Initiating the plot is Captain Billy Bones’ 

blustery arrival at the inn one day. He is accompanied by a weighty sea chest 

the mariner refuses to permit anyone else to open. No wonder. Inside is a map 

indicating the location of Captain Flint’s legendary buried treasure. Six men who 

hid it under sands of “Treasure Island” are all long dead, murdered by Flint 

himself as soon as their covert operation was completed. However, some other 

members of Flint’s old crew are aware of the treasure. With Flint himself no 

longer among the living, they are determined to pry its whereabouts loose from 

Captain Bones. This habitual drunkard, entrusted by Flint with an enlightening 

map, is attempting to give shipmates the dodge.  



     For that reason, he selects the Hawkins’ tavern as a remote haven. It’s high 

on a cliff, offering a commanding view of shoreline below. 

     One afternoon a stranger with a scarred forehead enters the Admiral 

Benbow. He inquires of Jim if he has heard anything of a man named Bones. The 

lad dissembles, suspicious of his interrogator, who looks more ruffian than 

peddler or crew member of a merchant marine vessel.  

     Undeterred, the visitor surveys his surroundings. Aha. Over there, 

underneath stairs to the second floor, is a trunk bearing initials of W.B. Just 

what he seeks. Dashing out the doorway, the disreputable fellow leaves Jim to 

make what he will of their conversation.  

     Coming tardily onto the scene, Captain Bones inquires of the boy who had 

just left. From physical description given in response, he realizes Black Dog, a 

former shipmate, has found his hideout. Others of similar appearance and 

manner will soon follow. For sure. He should make a quick exit while he can.  

First, a drink. 

     Unable to separate Bones from bottle, Jim scoots out to get help. Barring his 

way is a blind beggar who clutches him in an astonishingly firm grip and 

demands to be taken inside. Hawkins has no choice but to comply. With young 

Hawkins serving as guide, Blind Pew enters the inn. Brought directly to Bones, 

he delivers a note containing a black spot. It indicates Pew and associates will 

return after sunset. They want Flint’s map. Desperately. 

     Message relayed, Pew frees Jim and taps his way outdoors. Ex-pirate Bones 

wants to make a battle of it. Alcoholic dissipation leaves him too weak to do so. 

Instead, he cuts open the inner lining of his sea chest and withdraws a 

parchment. This he grudgingly hands over to Hawkins. He must take it to 

protective adults before the sun sets. 

     Off into the gloaming Jim races, map tucked inside his shirt for safekeeping.  

     When he returns with Dr. Livesey, Squire Trelawney and various riders 

forming a kind of posse, the pirates who had been ransacking the Admiral 

Benbow in his absence beat a hasty retreat. They leave behind the corpse of 

Bones. Subsequently, the doctor pronounces cause of death to be either shock 

or excessive drink. He had not been murdered.  



     Jim produces the dead man’s treasure map, which Squire Trelawney studies 

and interprets. Potential enrichment proves too strong a lure for either  

physician or country gentleman. A determination is quickly made to outfit a ship 

and sail off in hunt of doubloons. Jim, with his mother’s permission, is to serve 

as cabin boy. The Squire will be Admiral, with one flagship and no fleet. Dr. 

Livesey can be ship’s surgeon, despite no previous experience in that capacity. 

     Though Trelawney has brains enough to hire an honest, skilled captain, he 

shows great impatience with a slow interviewing process the latter employs. To 

expedite sailing, the squire enlists assistance from a Bristol publican to handpick 

veteran seafarers for their ship’s crew. Long John Silver, who somewhere in his 

past was deprived of a leg, stumps about as server of the best ham and buttered 

eggs to be found in Bristol. This assures him a post as the Hispaniola’s cook, 

though it does nothing to explain the presence of Black Dog in his 

establishment. Jim spots him there and sounds an alarm. The scarfaced pirate 

rushes out immediately.  

     Silver assures Jim the pirate is no regular customer. To insure the youth’s 

loyalty, Silver bribes him with a pistol. It’s to be carried concealed and used only 

for self-defense. Jim is thrilled to be given such adult responsibility. He is duped 

into complacency. 

     Soon the adventurers are ready to depart, despite Captain Smollett’s 

misgivings about crew members Silver selected. He doesn’t care for their looks. 

Trelawney overrules him, accepting only a suggestion to store guns under the 

cabin and not in the forecastle where potential mutineers would find them 

handily. 

     An alcoholic first mate, Mr. Arrow, could become a future obstacle. So he is 

treated to a secret present of liquor from the ship’s cook. Proceeding to get 

himself intoxicated, Mr. Arrow is conveniently washed overboard one evening. 

     The new first mate, former boatswain Job Anderson, is a crony of Long John 

Silver’s and co-conspirator against honest folk aboard. With Job’s promotion to 

third-in-command under Trelawney and Smollett, Long John is positioned to 

assume leadership after an uprising. He chooses to bide his time, letting a 

superior navigator, Captain Smollett, lead the way to treasure. Once landfall on 

Treasure Island occurs, Silver and his confederates will show their true colors. 



     There is pressure from within for quicker revolt. Israel Hands, Flint’s gunner, 

wants to mutiny before the ship anchors. So do Job Anderson and  

George Merry.  

       This plan of mutiny becomes clarified for Jim when one evening near the 

end of their voyage, he crawls down into an apple barrel to fetch a fruit treat for 

a bedtime snack.  In that hidden position, he overhears Silver using the same 

false puffs with a young sailor that he had employed earlier with Jim. The cook 

was encouraging Dick to stay firm in his alliance with mutineers. When Hands 

joins them and urges a set time for uprising, the cook reminds him who’s in 

charge. He leaves no doubt as to the eventual fates of everyone not committed 

to piracy. Narrowly escaping accidental knifing by one of that trio attempting to 

stab himself a piece of fruit, Jim is saved by a cry from the crow’s nest.  

     Hearing land is sighted, everyone else rushes to the ship’s rail, clearing the 

coast for Jim to climb unseen out from his eavesdropping post. At first 

opportunity, he calls on friends to meet him in the captain’s cabin. There he 

informs them of Silver’s imminent betrayal.    

     From this point forward, a game of cat and mouse begins. Loyalists and 

mutineers trade shots and strongholds. A former crew member from Flint’s 

ship, marooned on Treasure Island for three years, befriends Jim. He is Ben 

Gunn, who proves a real asset to the group headed by Squire Trelawney and 

Captain Smollett. Ben, in vengeful frame of mind, disposes of one mutineer in a 

night attack. After a drunken bout aboard the Hispaniola, Israel Hands 

eliminates O’Brien, another one. Four others fall in battle attempting to capture 

a one-room cabin where the faithful few have relocated in order to insure a 

supply of fresh spring water.  

     Setting out to play child hero, Jim secretly rows to sea in Ben Gunn’s 

handmade boat. His goal is to seize the Hispaniola, then sail it back to a cove 

where it can be recovered by his allies. Aware only two pirates guard this prize, 

Jim reaches it unseen, cuts its anchor cable with a knife, then hauls himself 

aboard. There he discovers but one surviving guard, Israel Hands, who has been 

wounded in a battle over a bottle. The other combatant, O’Brien, is dead.  

     Jim declares himself captain. A weakened Hands consents to help him 

navigate the ship to shore. For a while, the two of them work together to steer 



the vessel landwards. Then Hands seizes an opportunity to menace his negligent 

shipmate with a dagger and . . . 

     You’ll just have to watch the rest of the film to find out what happens. 

     Disney’s first live action narrative fiction feature boasts British, rather than 

Caribbean shooting locations. This makes Treasure Island look more like one of 

the Scillies than anyplace tropical. The HISPANIOLA itself is authentically rigged. 

Studio interiors double effectively for fort, ship cabin and dining quarters of the 

Admiral Benbow. While costumes appear overly polished at times, wigs and 

makeup provide compensating eighteenth-century similitude. 

     Freddy Field’s cinematography mingles effective closeups with rather dull 

shots of scenery. Too often background props are utilized, rather than natural 

settings. This is annoying. Yet not fatal. Illumination is generally excellent for 

studio shots, adequate for exteriors.  

     Alan Jaggs’ editing is briskly coherent. It makes the most of muggings by 

Robert Newton portraying Long John Silver. There is never any dawdling over 

battle casualties, minimizing the impact of violence portrayed. This keeps the 

film within sensibilities of middle school viewers and their experience. 

Montages are avoided, sacrificing velocity for clarity of plotting. 

     Lawrence Edward Watkin preserves much of Stevenson’s original text in his 

screenplay adaptation, something which keeps ethical argument and period 

dialogue intact. It’s somber in tone, refusing comic relief. Except in one scene 

where Jim mimics a Bristol dockworker’s seafaring gait with exaggeratedly 

bowlegged rolling of legs. There is no fraudulent attempt at a novel happy 

conclusion. Dead men are left behind in the wake of these adventurers. Their 

murders are not disguised as comic pratfalls or accidents. Real evil is at work 

here, promoted by unprincipled greed. Nobody talks about giving money away 

to a favorite charity, building hospitals, or feeding the hungry. 

     Thomas Morahan’s production design is credibly detailed in depicting 

Bristol’s waterfront taverns and the makeshift cabin doubling as a fort on 

Treasure Island. His Hispaniola and smaller craft appear stalwart and 

seaworthy.  

     As for the acting, the pirates generally come off best. Geoffrey Keen’s Israel 

Hands, a monster of treachery and selfishness, is the standout. Finlay Currie’s 



Billy Bones is a convincing drunkard, too old to withstand seduction by drink, 

too self-indulgent to safeguard the family giving him food and lodging. Sole 

American cast member Bobby Driscoll is inspired casting. He’s the right age and 

size for Jim, combining youthful zest for adventure with dawning realization of 

personal and social responsibility. He occasionally displays overeagerness to 

please, probably reflecting more his own personality than Jim’s independent 

streak. Nonetheless, Driscoll performs the confrontation scene with Hands 

perfectly, communicating adolescent terror followed by bittersweet victory over 

a ruthless adult foe. From that encounter he emerges with new insight into the 

mixed motivations of humanity, revealing both shock and relief simultaneously 

as Hands exits.  

     A rather colorless Dr. Livesey is overshadowed by Walter Fitzgerald’s more 

flamboyant Squire Trelawney. Fitzgerald succeeds in capturing his character’s 

belated recognition of shortcomings in judgment and dangerously misplaced 

confidences. Just as persuasively, he reveals Trelawney’s irrepressible desire to 

show off.  When fighting is called for, the squire’s courage and marksmanship 

are splendidly impressive as ably embodied by Fitzgerald.  

     What about Blind Pew, a monster of malevolence? John Laurie’s Blind Pew is 

less threatening than Christopher Lee’s in the 1989 TNT adaptation of 

Stevenson’s novel. It is, however, sinister enough for middle schoolers who are 

prime audiences for this film. Most remaining pirates are credibly enough 

represented here. Compared to counterparts in Fraser Heston’s later lensing, 

they aren’t as strongly individualized.  

     Under Byron Haskin’s direction, there is too much freedom permitted Robert 

Newton, whose eye movements at times distract from drama rather than 

enhance it. He is also unable to elicit fully realized characterizations of Captain 

Smollett and Dr. Livesey, both of whom are far more sympathetically 

humanized in the novel. Here they are stolid, stiff, unappealingly wedded to 

duty. There is little sense of paternal concern for Jim in the behavior seen on 

screen. This is a marked discrepancy from the novel where they act as surrogate 

uncle and father. 

     The Disney TREASURE ISLAND is suitable family viewing for adults and 

children aged ten and older. Due to violence, betrayal and obsessive greed, the 



film is not recommended for younger viewers. Teen audiences will probably 

prefer 1989’s adrenaline version with teenage Christian Bale as Jim and nearly 

incessant bloody fighting. 

           

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

     The TNT 1989 telefilm version of TREASURE ISLAND is also a July, 2014 LVCA 

dvd donation to the Hugh Stouppe Memorial Library of the Heritage United 

Methodist Church of Ligonier, Pennsylvania. Below is Kino Ken’s review of that 

film. 

 

United Kingdom / Jamaica   1989   color   131 minutes   live action feature 

teledrama   Turner Network Television / Agamamnon Films / British Lion 

Producers: Fraser Heston and Ted Lloyd 

 

8 of a possible 20 points                                                               ** of a possible ***** 



Key: *indicates outstanding technical achievement or performance 

(j) designates a juvenile performer 

Points 

1        Direction: Fraser Heston       2nd Unit Direction: Joe Canutt 

1        Editing: Eric Boyd-Perkins, Tom Gunn, Gregory Guntz, William Parnell 

1        Cinematography: Robert Steadman   2ND Unit DP: Tony Westman (Jamaica) 

1        Lighting: Frank Heeney 

0        Teleplay: Fraser Heston 

1        Music: Paddy Maloney     performed by The Chieftains 

0        Art Direction: Ricky Eyres       Production Designer: Tony Woollard 

          Set Decorator: Joann Woollard 

          Make-up: Daniel Parker (Chief), Ken Lintott, Terri Rattray-Wright (Jamaica) 

2        Sound: Samuel Crutcher, Norval Crutcher, Steve Richardson 

          (Supervising Sound Editors),  Roy Charman (Sound Mixer),  

          Richard Dwan, Jr. (Dialogue Editor) 

          Narrator: Christian Bale 

1        Acting 

0        Creativity 

8 total points 

 

Cast: Charlton Heston (Long John Silver), Christian Bale (Jim Hawkins),  

Richard Johnson (Squire Trelawney), Julian Glover (Dr. Livesey),  

Christopher Lee* (Blind Pew), Oliver Reed (Billy Bones), John Abbott (Joyce), 

Nicholas Amer (Ben Gunn), Isla Blair (Mrs. Hawkins, Jim’s mom), James Cosmo 

(Redruth), James Coyle (Tom Morgan, a pirate), Michael Halsey*  

(Israel Hands, Flint’s gunner, a pirate), Peter Postlethwaite  

(George Merry, a pirate ringleader), Michael Thoma (Hunter), Clive Wood  

(Captain Smollett), Robert Putt (Job Anderson, first mate of the Hispaniola after 

the demise of Mr. Arrow, a pirate), John Benfield (Black Dog, a pirate), 

Richard Beale (Mr. Arrow, original first mate of the Hispaniola), Brett Fancy 

(Young Tom), Steven Mackintosh (Dick, a young pirate), Bill Sloan 

(Scarface, a pirate), David Speed (a pirate) 

      



     For those who desire a bloodier, more kinetic accout of TREASURE ISLAND, 

Fraser Heston’s 1989 telefilm fills the bill. It’s loaded with special visual effects, 

battles and political correctness. 

     Isla Blair, the only female cast member, plays Mrs. Hawkins as a pugnaciously 

independent, decidedly uncivil landlady. Her teenage son seems a magnet for 

intruders of ruffian persuasion. Written out of this adaptation is Mr. Hawkins, a 

sickly man in the novel, whose early death frees Jim for travel and adventure. 

     It is Mother Hawkins whose poor judgment gives lodging one day to a 

belligerent stranger offering a large cash advance for food and shelter. This Is 

asking for trouble. It eventually arrives in the person of a second scarred 

mariner, later identified by lodger Billy Bones as one of Flint’s old crew, 

Black Dog.  

     This unwelcome visitor, played with appropriate mix of hypocritical affability 

and barely restrained snarling by John Benfield, comes to the Admiral Benbow 

Inn one day in search of former shipmate William Bones. It appears from his 

conversation with Jim that Bones has something in his possession which 

cutthroats would kill to obtain. It must be stored in the seaman’s trunk which 

Billy lets no one else open. When the individual the newcomer seeks encounters 

his former shipmate their business talk soon rises to yelled insults and oaths. 

Resorting to arms for settlement of this dispute, the two sea dogs hack away at 

each other, caring not a whit what destruction they leave in their wake. Finding 

the rum-soaked Captain still an overpowering foe, Black Dog finally beats a 

headlong retreat. Afterwards, in shambles that once was the inn’s parlor, 

Captain Bones discloses to Jim some details of his sordid past, cautioning that 

more ruffians are likely to come calling soon. 

     Sure enough, a second disreputable character arrives not too long afterward. 

He taps with a stick like a blind man, ominously signaling his visitation in 

advance. Curious about this approaching stranger, Jim leaves the inn parlor and 

steps outside to investigate these odd noises. Big mistake. A hand reaches out 

from the gloom. It is accompanied by a cracking voice asking for guidance to 

shelter. Young Hawkins obliges, then finds his hand locked into a clamping grip. 

This beggar is not what he appears. He’s on a mission, in search of that suddenly 

popular skipper, Billy Bones, star attraction of the Admiral Benbow. Jim has no 



choice but to lead his tormentor to where the Captain sits inside. From verbal 

exchanges that follow, the boy learns his new companion is Blind Pew, another 

of Flint’s crew of rogues. Small comfort. 

     Pew hands Bones a paper disk. One side is solid black. It’s the black spot, 

portending a death threat. Unless Billy wishes to forestall action by 

surrendering what the messenger desires before the clock strikes ten. 

     Shocked by this news, the Captain suffers a stroke. In the novel, it’s a fatal 

one. Here, there is a delayed reaction, Bones having just enough time to give 

Hawkins the key to his sea chest before death overtakes him.  

     Mom appears on the scene, distraught about a guest dying without paying 

his bills first. She urges her son to open the Captain’s chest, then rummages 

about in search of cash. What she wants is just as much as he owes. No more. 

No less. This widow is not going to stay poor one minute longer. Brushing off 

Jim’s warnings about returning thieves, she continues to methodically ransack 

the contents of Bones’s trunk until she hears unmistakable sounds of  nocturnal 

prowlers close at hand, trying the door without asking permission. Grabbing 

coins from a money pouch, she tears herself away from the dead man’s 

belongings. An alert Jim makes off with an oilskin package he believes contains 

Flint’s treasure map.  

     In the novel, these two escape the tavern unhindered and unseen.  Not in the 

TNT film. There a struggle between mother and Pew develops as the innkeepers 

attempt to flee. They ultimately extricate themselves, but not before 

considerable further damage is done to their home. 

     This sequence of meeting, threat, fight, flight continues throughout the 

movie. Resolutely modern in tone, combats are inflated to almost epic 

proportions. Nineteen pirates attack a stockade in the novel. Here they have 

expanded to thirty. By the time Jim stumbles into the shelter after his 

adventures with Israel Hands, the criminal group inside has shrunk to a measly 

six or seven. Abetted at that point by Ben Gunn and turncoat sailor Abraham 

Gray, the faithful cluster of Englishmen is itself seven strong, though both 

Captain Smollett and Jim are recovering from wounds and at less than full 

strength. The rest of their allies, Squire Trelawney and Dr. Livesey, bring the 



loyal civilians to six. Arguably seven, if the inconstant Silver, ricocheting back 

and forth between both sets of antagonists, is counted as one of their party. 

     Here is a breakdown of the actual numbers on both sides at key points in the 

story. When the mutiny begins, there are nineteen committed mutineers 

squaring off against two honest sailors, one uncommitted seaman, and six adult 

members of the Squire’s faction, plus one boy faithful to the squire. Nineteen 

villains menace seven heroes, with three still undecided men present who could 

join either party. Odds against Hawkins and friends are nearly three to one.      

      Between time of  initial uprising and attack on stockade, Ben Gunn befriends 

Jim and kills one pirate. A second is dispatched by sharpshooter Trelawney on 

Day One of the mutiny. Tom Redruth, loyal servant to the squire, is no longer 

among the living, being cut down by pirates while trying to reach safety in the 

stockade. Neutral Gray allies himself with Squire Trelawney and his loyalists. 

Two other uncommitteds are murdered by insurgents. That makes seventeen 

pirates left to assault seven defenders, with Ben Gunn absent from the battle 

for possession of  spring and cabin.  

     After that confrontation, there are five less living cutthroats and two fewer 

defenders. New odds are twelve to six, with secret ally Ben Gunn available to 

reinforce the besieged group. Two to one is not so bad. 

      As a result of Jim’s unannounced expedition to recapture the Hispaniola, two 

more pirates bite the dust, leaving only ten to contend with. Another buccaneer 

dies from wounds.  

     So when Jim returns to the stockade, no more than nine of the enemy are left 

inside. Several of these are ill with fever. New odds: nine against six. Getting 

better day by day. It appears only six of the nine are healthy enough to set off 

on a final journey to dig for treasure. With Silver vacillating as usual between 

both sides, a mere five remain to try killing off nemesis Jim. A last minute rescue 

operation drops two of them dead into a hole.  Silver eliminates rival George 

Merry.  

     At story’s end, three freebooters are left behind on the island. One more sails 

off to parts unknown. Survivors are, or might be, boy pirate Dick,  elderly pirate 

Morgan, Long John Silver, Abraham Gray, Jim Hawkins, Ben Gunn, 



 Abraham Gray, Squire Trelawney, Captain Smollett and Doctor Livesey. Looked 

at another way, five men and a boy must sail the Hispaniola safely back to port  

by themselves. Two of these, Trelawney and Livesey, have little or no sailing 

experience. Credible? Barely. 

     One weakness of the TNT version is too much reliance on cheesy special 

effects, such as Captain Bones’ magical transformations from thin air into 

corporeality and back again while he scans the sea below the Admiral Benbow 

Inn, behaving more like Arabian Nights genie than eighteenth-century brigand. 

     Another is replacing modest skirmishes with artillery bashings. The TNT film 

ignores Stevenson’s explicit statement that the Hispaniola’s quarter-pounder 

gun could not be transported to shore, let alone hauled uphill to woods 

surrounding the stockade. Instead of being knocked to pieces from cannon shot, 

as in the film, the little fort of his novel is left largely intact despite long-distance 

shelling from a gunner with only its flag to use for sighting. Consequently, in the 

novel, cannonballs bounce harmlessly in and out of the one-room structure, sail 

right over it, or fall short into the clearing between wood fence and log cabin. 

Structural damage is minimal, a primary reason Silver’s co-conspirators make it 

headquarters in the latter stages of their sojourn on Treasure Island.  Nor do  

cabin crew loyalists have any swivel gun or mortar at their disposal in the 

original story. They must make do with muskets and pistols alone. Their foes, 

for the most part, rely on daggers and cutlasses. Stevenson, sensibly, did not 

picture a Waterloo occurring on Treasure Island. Trendier filmmakers present 

viewers with a far different scenario, preferring to demolish sets rather than 

stay true to  small-scale operations depicted in the book.  

     It is also disturbing and unbelievable to find Jim Hawkins aboard the same 

vessel as mutineers for his private shore expedition on Treasure Island. In the 

novel he commandeered a jolly-boat and set off alone to reconnoiter. His vessel 

being smaller than one piloted by Silver which leaves at the same time, Jim gets 

to the island first. He has  enough of a lead that  adversaries cannot overtake 

him. 

     This squares better with reality than Hawkins inserting himself in Silver’s 

craft, jumping out prematurely  and bustling off into the woods in full sight of 



everyone, with pursuers close behind. The former scenario is less cinematically 

appealing, though far more reasonable. 

     Post-Code swashbucklers in the TNT version vent explicit maledictions and 

oaths with greater candor and vociferousness than Disney forerunners. Being a 

profane, lawbreaking lot, their vocabulary in this adaptation is more 

appropriate to the setting. Blood runs more freely also in the newer release.  

     Both Disney and TNT films utilize large chunks of dialogue and description 

from the novel. Disney dispenses with voiceover narration, relying on Driscoll’s 

actions and interactions to push the story forward. In the TNT adaptation, 

Christian Bale alternates between disembodied narrator and defensive 

participant until  moments of truth during the stockade attack and in showdown 

with Israel Hands. His diction is authentically British, whereas American native 

Driscoll often sounds out of place. Yet Driscoll’s size and age give him clear 

advantage in credibility during the apple barrel scene and his encounter with 

Blind Pew. He is still a child, with a child’s romanticizing of both permissible and 

transgressive adventures. Pirates are a source of fascination, not just foul-

smelling social sewage brought in by a malevolent flood tide. They are heroic 

action figures, older versions of Captain Nemo, people who make their own 

rules and lead utterly independent lives. Murder, treachery, stupidity and 

alcoholism are repulsive traits Jim gradually discovers to be just as much a part 

of them as power and courage. Indeed, he finds to his chagrin that even 

elementary courage is lacking in many. Their herd and survival instincts are 

every bit as strong as leadership and democratic ones.  

     These revelations don’t influence teen Hawkins much. For he is already both 

physically and spiritually mature enough to see Silver and his associates clearly 

for who and what they are. He has an adult passion for collecting money, too, 

planning to use his share of plunder to renovate the vandalized Admiral 

Benbow.  

     To the contrary, Driscoll’s preteen Jim sees treasure simply as fabled rarities 

come from chapbook pages to life. He’s thrilled to collect it as a tourist would 

souvenirs. Being treated as an equal by adults and learning to survive on his 

own are more important to him than cash profit. Greed for gold has not yet 

touched the lad, much less corrupted him. The killing of Israel Hands is an 



accident, neither premeditated nor motivated by desire to enlarge his share of 

the loot.  It causes him to wonder, though, how much evil may lurk inside him. 

Especially since he felt greater relief than grief when his attacker plunged into 

the waves.  

     Christian Bale’s character, though, is more hardened to law of tooth and 

fang. For his Jim, knocking off Israel was justified, an action for which he has no 

remorse. Jim is good. Israel is evil. They cannot co-exist.    

     Stevenson depicts an admixture of virtue and vice in both main characters.    

     Jim is sneaky, an eavesdropper, not invariably honest, too eager to carry a 

weapon, sometimes wildly irresponsible. On the other hand, he exhibits loyalty, 

compassion, courage and helpfulness.  

     Long John Silver is also a dual personality. Traits of leadership, prudence, 

foresight, organization and amiability mingle with treachery, hypocrisy, 

selfishness, cruelty and avarice.   

     Both characters are capable of switching sides during prolonged conflict. 

Neither has a fully developed code of ethics. For Jim, that may be due to 

ongoing adolescence. What is Silver’s excuse? 

     At its conclusion, this TNT film undertakes to expose the complex, strained 

friendship between two individuals. Each has risked his life to save the other. 

Both calculate in advance what benefits or losses will likely result. To some 

extent, each is a mirror who sees himself more clearly in a reflected, exterior 

version. Silver is who fatherless Jim Hawkins could become, a cynical man 

thinking chiefly of himself alone. The cripple perceives in Jim the healthy boy he 

once was before bitterness, poverty, pride and lust for power transformed him 

into homicidal lawbreaker and social pariah.  

     Use of Celtic music to accompany the tale is unjustified, giving a distinctive 

English story a ridiculous overlay of Irish whimsy. What next, leprechauns and 

pots of gold? None of the leading characters are Irish. In fact, at the time period 

in which TREASURE ISLAND is set, relations between England and Ireland are far 

from cordial. Only in an outlaw company can members of the two hostile groups 

live together. To propose they share affection for the same music is 

preposterous. Much as this reviewer respects the musicmaking of The 

Chieftains, it is here employed offensively and inappropriately.  



     Production design is hampered by meagerness of budget.  Too much money 

was wasted on special visual effects instead of being employed in acquiring or 

creating authentically detailed costumes and makeup.  

     Though Disney’s version must have been realized with a smaller budget, its 

more frequent utilization of closeups and superior lighting setups give it greater 

emotional impact. 

     Even a more restrained Silver, portrayed by Charlton Heston in TNT’s film, 

cannot offset those advantages. Other notable performances in the newer film 

are turned in by Christopher Lee as Blind Pew and Michael Halsey as Israel 

Hands.  

     Lee’s Pew is even more violent than the one in Disney’s version. He’s not only 

sinister, but also a human chameleon capable of changing tone, posture, and 

relationship a full one hundred eighty degrees in a matter of seconds.  

     Less of a drunkard than in the Disney presentation, Halsey’s Hands is just as  

untrustworthy, capable of both ruthlessness and mentoring amiability. These 

are transient shams at some moments, unfeigned displays of candor at others.  

     Unfortunately, most other roles are played as types, with no unusual 

shadings of character to tantalize and rivet viewers. This results from  

uninspired direction by Fraser Heston who repeatedly privileges frantic action 

over character growth and revelation.  A shame. 

     Lighting is variable, with interior and night scenes utilizing the kind of low 

illumination candles would supply. This makes some of them little more than 

blackouts or foggy obscurities.  

     Considerably greater skill is evidenced in sound recording, which transmits 

whistles, taps and creaks as distinctly as roars, gunshots and explosions.  

     While the TNT film is not the worst version of Stevenson’s work a viewer 

could possibly screen, it is certainly not the best. The streamlined Disney edition 

also conveys atmosphere and dialogue with just as much conviction, setting it 

within the framework of a boy’s adventure story rather than an adolescent’s 

nightmare. Though either interpretation can find supports within the author’s 

text, the former is evidently what he intended, judging from Stevenson’s own 

comments about his book. 



     Not suitable at all for preteen viewers, with considerable profanity and a 

penchant for overblown, explicit mayhem, the TNT TREASURE ISLAND is 

appropriate for older teens and adult audiences.  A special feature of the dvd is 

audio commentary by director Fraser Heston. It reveals limitations imposed by 

directorial assumptions and interpretations, as well as budgetary restrictions. 

Expect a rougher voyage with the TNT film. That’s intentional. 


